Neil Dempster
MBA, CSP (PhD soon!)

He is a RESULTant... a consultant who gets results! As a student of the behavioral components of success, Neil’s passion is helping people and organizations achieve peak performance in a changing world. Whether delivering a keynote speech for a conference or meeting, training managers and employees on performance improvement strategies, or consulting with a senior leadership team, he provides an uncanny ability to simplify the complex human behavioral aspects of life and work.

His education includes Mechanical Engineering, an MBA, and he is currently in the dissertation phase for a PhD in Organizational Psychology. This unique educational blending has earned him the distinction of bringing “logic to soft skills.”

Neil speaks from a lifetime of experiences in the trenches and from within the corporate boardroom. He was the #2 ranked sales producer in the world for a Fortune 100 office products company and later became a successful senior manager in the same organization. He left to become CEO of a unique start-up opportunity in the telecommunications industry; during his tenure the organization became a market leader in a half-dozen product categories winning virtually every industry award possible.

Today, as one of the founding partners of Clearview Performance Systems, he is able to use his expertise in achieving extraordinary employee performance to benefit diverse organizations all over the world. He brings high-impact methods, practical recommendations and personal commitment to every human performance challenge.

MOTIVATING
PASSIONATE
FUNNY
ENGAGING
COMPELLING

Call Neil for...

- High-energy, content-rich and inspiring keynote speeches and seminars. Perfect for conferences, monthly/quarterly/annual meetings, retreats, “themed” workshops, kick-offs, and recognition celebrations.

- Comprehensive training designed to develop high-impact managers, effective leaders, and engaged, adaptable, and productive employees. Perfect for organizations building a culture of commitment and higher performance!
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